Suspicion of Milk and Eggs Ingredients in Some of the Products of the Manufacturer “Ruth Petifurs”

The manufacturer Ruth Petifurs informs of the suspicion for the presence of milk and eggs ingredients in products made of dark Parve chocolate.

-All the products are made of Parve dark chocolate:
  1. Small cup
  2. Jagged cup
  3. Large cup
  4. Small coffee cup
  5. Chocolate set
  6. Chocolate cone
  7. Small half sphere
  8. Large half sphere
  9. Half egg
  10. Prepared rectangle
  11. Chocolate heart
  12. Chocolate tart
  13. High cup
  14. medium coffee mug
  15. Square cone
  16. Round cone
  17. Chocolate leaf
  18. Mini callets
  19. Chocolate heart
  20. Chocolate net – round/square
  21. Round callet
  22. Small chocolate spoon
  23. Rectangle callet
  24. Bubble stick
  25. Coffee beans
  26. Triangle

Following testing conducted by the Northern District Food services suspicion for the presence of the milk and eggs ingredients that were not mentioned in the aforementioned product’s allergens warnings labeling list were found, and the best before use date is of all expiries up to and including the 05/2/2021. The merchandise is designated to be marketed in the institutional market: catering companies, functions halls, hotels and factories, additionally there a stores that purchase this merchandise in the same packages.

 Individuals who are sensitive to milk, to eggs and the additional allergens listed on the labeling are requested not to consume those products. The company is working to recall the products and fixing the problem.
For inquiries, clarifications and questions we can be contacted by the telephone:
04-9886818
Ruth Petifurs Ltd.